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This paper presents a completed critical work on the extended application of Aarseth 
and Grabarczyk’s “ontological meta-model” (2018) and aims to demonstrate a “meta-
ontological” approach towards connecting different game ontologies. 

The wide dissemination of computer games (CG) has influenced interdisciplinary 
debates on ontological questions about games’ fundamental components. To argue, 
more game definitions have been elaborated in the last fifteen years than ever before 
(Stenros, 2016). Game researchers develop these questions in many new approaches. 
They describe their results with game and CG “ontological models” (“OM”). 
Nowadays scholars call game “OM” a description that answers the questions: “What 
are games?” What do they consist of?”, etc. (Aarseth, 2014, 484). 

Game ontologists usually use Quine’s conception, which takes “ontology” as a set of 
commitments to what there is, that a theory adopts and undertakes not to retreat 
(1948, 28). Therefore, any game theory contains an ontology. By means of this, there 
might be a discrepancy between game “OMs”. This is an especially sharp problem for 
interdisciplinary game studies. Every discipline gives its own answer to the question 
“what are games?” Also, researchers usually draw their attention to a particular aspect 
of the game. 

Aarseth and Grabarczyk developed a game “ontological meta-model” (“OM-M”) to 
connect, coordinate and compare different game “OMs” (2018). The game “OM-M” 
is a description that shows a connection between game descriptions themselves. I 
discuss it within Van Inwagen’s “meta-ontological” framework (1998). 

The meta-ontological approach allows us to consider computer game models 
pluralistically. To support this view, I refer to Williamson’s model-building project 
(2017) and understand “critique” in a transcendental way. Unlike a dogmatic 
argument, a critical one withdraws a presumed foundation of a theory “without 
otherwise wanting to decide anything about the constitution of the object” (Kant, 
1998, 436). 

So far, no one (except the authors of the meta-model themselves) has used the meta-
model to connect other game models. To demonstrate an extended application of the 
“meta-ontological” approach to connecting CG “OMs” I achieved the following 
research objectives: 

1) Identified and described 26 CG “OMs” with their philosophical foundations; 
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2) Compared 24 of the identified CG “OMs” using the game “OM-M”; 

3) Considered the results of a game “OM-M” extended application. 

20 out of 24 compared models were never compared in the meta-model before, and 3 
more of them were not included in it in their full form. I distributed 26 models to 4 
fundamental strategies for conceptualising and developing questions about game 
ontology. These are: 

1) 12 CG “OMs” built on or against the Wittgensteinian position towards games. 
These are Zigfeld’s interactive literature model (1989), Klabbers’s (2003), Aarseth & 
Elverdam’s (2007), Bjork & Holopainen’s game-design patterns model (2005), 
Aarseth’s “simple model” (2014), Aarseth & Calleja’s “cybermedia model” (2009), 
Debus’s rule-metagame model (2017), Aarseth’s “cybertextual machine” (1997), 
Juul’s “classical game model” (2005), Tavinor’s (2009), Karhulahti’s pragmatic 
model (2020) and Debus’s “Unifying game ontology” (2019). 

2) 4 CG “OMs” built in the Huizingian tradition. These are Salen & Zimmerman’s 
(2004), Sicart’s “playthings ontology” (2021) and two versions of Frasca’s (2001, 
2007). 

3) 7 CG “OMs” built within the framework of the phenomenological approach to the 
study of CGs. These are Ermi & Mäyrä’s gameplay model (2011), two versions of 
Vella’s (2015a, 2015b), Gualeni’s conception of “augmented ontologies” (2015), 
Gualeni & Van de Mosselaer’s (2020), Walther’s (2007) and Majkowski’s (2020). 

4) 3 CG “OMs” built upon the philosophy of speculative realism. These are Bogost & 
Montfort’s “flat model” (2009), Vetushinkiy & Galanina’s “intermediate model” 
(2017) and Galanina & Akchelov’s model of virtual worlds (2020). 

In addition, I compared the game “OM-M” with some alternative ways of connecting 
other game “OMs” (Debus, 2019; Bogost & Montfort 2009; Vetushinskiy & 
Galanina, 2017). The comparison showed that the game “OM-M” is the best way to 
systematically compare game models. Though, unlike Galanina & Akchelov’s model, 
it does not fit for CG game virtual worlds comparison. To analyse and compare the 
structure of a particular CG mechanical system, it is best to use Debus's “Unifying 
game ontology". Many other models are excellent for certain specialised research 
purposes. The advantages of those models are clearly visible when included in the 
meta-model since several models describe some of the meta-model’s categories in 
reacher detail than others. 

I also touched on the discussions between “realists” and “nominalists”, between 
“proceduralists” and “player-centrists”, along with debates on CG media specifics. 
The nominalistic study of games prevails in contemporary philosophical research of 
game ontology. Unlike game “realists”, “nominalists” refuse to define game with an 
essential definition that identifies game futures necessary for something to be a game. 
Instead, they refer to common or contextual usage of the word “game”. However, 
“realists” frequently identify the ontological specifics of computer games. Early CG 
“OM” were mostly system-centric, even though nowadays, more player-centric 
models emerge. Authors who build their models on the “Wittgensteinian position” 
rarely take into account the complexity of Wittgenstein’s holistic philosophical 
project. The same is true for models built within the Huizingian tradition. However, 
many game researchers adhere to the latter concept. As a result of the player-centric 
critique of system-centrism, CG ontology researchers began to turn more often to 
hermeneutic and phenomenological conceptions in the late 2000s. Today, 
phenomenologists and speculative realists create the most developed philosophical 
concepts in CG ontological research as they often thoroughly analyse and deliberately 
use concepts derived from their philosophical traditions.  
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The research indicates and negotiates the limits and foundations of CG “OMs’” set. 
As a result, an instrument for a multifaceted critique was provided and it became 
possible to choose an “ontology” better suited to studying a particular game research 
problem. The work supports the integrative pluralism of CG “OMs”, the methodical 
variety, the interdisciplinarity of game studies, and the interdisciplinary exchange 
within it. The research helps to: keep game studies from monopolisation by a 
particular discipline; differentiate the vision of game ontological research area; clear 
up misunderstandings that may arise due to the fact that the same word (CG) has a 
number of different ontological descriptions. 

The research results may help to improve some of the compared “OMs”. Also, the 
“OM-M” itself can be improved by adding or removing levels to describe other 
models within it more accurately and precisely. Therefore, the work may help in 
future game ontological research. 
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